Coupons - Coupons

Built-In 5-Band Graphic Equalizer
AM/FM Cassette Stereo
By Tisonic #6661
10 watt 3 1/2 band, built-in speaker. Now $49.95
With this coupon. Expires 6/12/94.

Installation Special
Cassette Car Stereo
Completely installed. Most cars. Rochelle. 97500. $59.95
With this coupon. Expires 6/12/94.

Cordless Telephone
By Technidyne Go Fone
GF201 2.4GHz Built-In
Rechargeable Batteries
$32.95
With this coupon. One coupon per customer. Expires 6/12/94.

Silk Pocket Radio
AM/FM, 8 with stereo. Headphones. $12.95
With this coupon. Expires 6/12/94.

Motorized Power Antenna
In Dash. $20.00
$15.95
With this coupon. Expires 6/12/94.

In-Dash Car Video Sound System
In dash color TV / D V D / VHS Player. $199.95
With this coupon. Expires 6/12/94.

Digital Display Clock
Car Stereo Cassette
10 watt 3 1/2 band. High power. $59.95
With this coupon. Expires 6/12/94.

Jogging Style Cassette Player
Auto-tech G-2200
Auto-take, dual button, 4 track, built-in equalizer, in-dash cassettes. $39.95
With this coupon. Expires 6/12/94.

Cable Hook-Up For FM Stereo
Connects home stereo to your car stereo. $29.95
With this coupon. Expires 6/12/94.

Glass 20 Watt Portable Stereo
Cassette Recorder with AC/DC 20 Watt amplifier. $98.95
With this coupon. Expires 6/12/94.

NEED FINANCING? NO CREDIT IS NO PROBLEM, MILITARY WELCOME.
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION - REASONABLE PRICES

Chula Vista
2088 Army St. #2
273-0538

 Kearny Mesa
7617 Chula Vista Blvd
282-3330

San Diego
1650 E. Coach Dr.
246-1055

Look for Shark's Logo.
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Has This Woman Found a Cure For Cancer?

The medical establishment says no. She has been labeled a charlatan and an opportunist. Meanwhile, the waiting room at her clinic fills to overflowing.

By Jeannette D'Wyze
Photographs by Gary Cohn

(continued on page 11)
City Lights

Aliens Being Haused

Although the miner was his own boss, and although he had been working in the same place for years, he was always looking for a better way to make a living. He had heard of the factory that had opened in the nearby town, and he decided to apply for a job. The factory was run by a man named John, who was always on the lookout for new workers. He offered the miner a job, and the miner accepted it.

City Lights

Media Tricks

Mac's automobile was a very special car. It was a one-of-a-kind creation, made from the finest materials, and it had features that no other car could match. Mac had spent years perfecting his creation, but he was never really satisfied with it. He was always thinking of new ways to improve it, and he was always looking for new materials to use.

Aliens Being Haused

Meanwhile, over at the factory, John was having trouble with one of his workers. This man was always causing trouble, and John was starting to think about getting rid of him. He was considering firing the miner, but he was also thinking of ways to make him work harder. John decided to try a new approach, and he offered the miner a bonus for every week he worked without causing any problems.

City Lights

Holy Everybody

On The Bay

For nearly seventy years, a physician's name has been associated with the San Francisco Bay Area. His name is Doctor James G. Elkins. Elkins has been a fixture on the Bay Area medical scene for over thirty years. He is known for his pioneering work in the field of cardiovascular surgery.

Aliens Being Haused

The miner was happy to have a job, and he worked hard at it. He was always eager to learn new things, and he was always looking for ways to improve. He was a valuable asset to the factory, and John was glad to have him. John was also glad to have the bonus system, as it helped to keep the miner working hard.

City Lights

Hole In Several

The hole is a 15-foot deep hole that has been dug by the miners. It is located near the factory, and it is used for storing excess materials. The hole is quite deep, and it is filled with materials that have been dug up from the factory. The miners use the hole to store materials, and they use it to store anything that they need.

Aliens Being Haused

The miner was pleased with his new job, and he worked hard at it. He was always eager to learn new things, and he was always looking for ways to improve. He was a valuable asset to the factory, and John was glad to have him. John was also glad to have the bonus system, as it helped to keep the miner working hard.

City Lights

The miner was happy to have a job, and he worked hard at it. He was always eager to learn new things, and he was always looking for ways to improve. He was a valuable asset to the factory, and John was glad to have him. John was also glad to have the bonus system, as it helped to keep the miner working hard.
Dear Matthew Alice

I live in a beautiful apartment in the hip neighborhood of La Jolla, San Diego. It's a great place to live and work, with plenty of cafes, shops, and restaurants within walking distance. My apartment is on the top floor of a three-story building, which gives me a great view of the city. The architecture is modern and the area is very well-maintained. I love living here and feel very fortunate to be able to call this place home. However, I do face some challenges, such as the high cost of living and the difficulty of finding parking spaces in the busy neighborhood.

Best regards,

[Signature]
Cancer

Livingston-Wheeler's work on cancer is what's new in this edition of the Cancer Society's newsletter. This woman has been researching the disease for years, and her work has had a significant impact on how we understand and treat cancer.

In a recent article, Livingston-Wheeler discussed her work on the genetic basis of cancer. She explained how her team of researchers has discovered a new gene that plays a crucial role in the development of breast cancer. This gene, called BRCA1, is located on chromosome 17 and is responsible for repairing DNA damage.

Livingston-Wheeler's research has helped to identify a group of women who are at a higher risk of developing breast cancer. These women have a mutation in the BRCA1 gene and are more likely to develop the disease at a younger age. By identifying these women, doctors can take steps to monitor their health and screen for cancer early, when it is more treatable.

Livingston-Wheeler's work has not only helped to improve our understanding of the genetic basis of cancer, but it has also had a significant impact on the development of new treatments. Her research has led to the development of targeted therapies that are designed to attack the specific genetic abnormalities found in breast cancer cells.

In addition to her work on BRCA1, Livingston-Wheeler is also a leading expert on the role of inflammation in the development of cancer. She has shown that inflammation can cause DNA damage, which can lead to the development of cancer.

Livingston-Wheeler's research has had a profound impact on the way we think about cancer. Her work has helped to identify new targets for drug development and has paved the way for new treatments that are more effective and less toxic than traditional chemotherapy.

Livingston-Wheeler's dedication to her work has earned her numerous awards and accolades, and she is widely regarded as one of the leading experts in the field of cancer research.

As Livingston-Wheeler continues her work, she remains committed to finding new ways to prevent and treat cancer. She is constantly looking for new ways to use her research to improve the lives of people with cancer.
Cancer

Newsworthy

Lippincott & Penton

Terence H. Baroody

Cancer research is a major field of study, and many scientists have devoted their careers to understanding the disease. In this article, we will explore the work of Dr. William H. Cance, a prominent cancer researcher who has made significant contributions to the field.

Dr. Cance was born in 1935 in New York City. He received his undergraduate degree from Harvard University and his doctorate in biology from the University of California, Berkeley. After completing his doctoral studies, he did postdoctoral training at the National Cancer Institute in Bethesda, Maryland.

Dr. Cance joined the faculty of the University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center in 1971, where he has been a leader in cancer research ever since. His research focuses on the role of DNA damage in cancer development.

In this article, we will discuss Dr. Cance's work on the role of DNA damage in cancer development, including his pioneering studies on the use of DNA-damaging drugs to treat cancer.

Dr. Cance's work has had a significant impact on the field of cancer research. His research has led to the development of new drugs for cancer treatment, and his work has helped to improve the understanding of the molecular basis of cancer.

In addition to his research, Dr. Cance has been active in cancer advocacy. He has served on the boards of several major cancer research organizations, and he has been a vocal advocate for increased funding for cancer research.

Dr. Cance's contributions to cancer research have been recognized with numerous awards, including the National Cancer Institute's Outstanding Scientific Achievement Award, the American Cancer Society's Distinguished Scientist Award, and the American Association for Cancer Research's Award for Excellence in Cancer Research.

We hope you enjoy learning more about Dr. William H. Cance and his important work in cancer research.
Cancer

(continued from page 1)

Cancer patients and their families have always been in her thoughts, and when she heard that the American Cancer Society was looking for a new executive director, she applied and was selected.

Dr. Warner, who has been with the Society for 10 years, said she is looking forward to working with the new leadership team and implementing new strategies to address the challenges faced by cancer patients today.

She added, "I am excited to continue our mission of fighting cancer and improving the lives of those affected by this disease. Together, we can make a difference."
Give a Great News Easter Basket to Some Bunny You Love!

Cancer

The news on this subject, while
causing serene discomfort in the
medical community, has been quite
good. In recent years, the rate of
cancer deaths has been decreasing,
and there is a growing optimism
that we are making progress.

Largely due to advances in treat-
ment, more people are surviving
cancer, and the survival rates for
common cancers such as breast,
colon, and prostate cancer have
improved significantly.

The key to surviving cancer,
however, is early detection. That
is why it is important to be aware
of the signs and symptoms of can-
er and to seek medical attention
immediately if you notice any of
them.

One of the most common signs
of cancer is changes in bowel
movements. This can include
changes in the frequency, texture,
and consistency of stools. If you
notice any of these changes, it is
important to see a doctor.

Another sign of cancer is
changes in the skin. This can in-
clude changes in the color, tex-
ture, or size of moles or skin tag-
s. If you notice any of these
changes, it is important to see a
doctor.

It is also important to be aware
of the signs and symptoms of can-
er in the lungs, breasts, and
prostate. If you have any of these
symptoms, or if you have any oth-
er symptoms that worry you, it is
important to see a doctor right
away.

The earlier cancer is found,
the better the chances of survi-
viving. Early detection is the
key to surviving cancer.

The good news is that we are
making progress. With advances
in treatment, we are seeing more
people surviving cancer. But it is
still important to be aware of the
signs and symptoms of cancer
and to seek medical attention
immediately if you notice any of
them.

Some Bunny You Love!

Easter Basket

Order Early for Easter!

Easter Basket

Bucket $12.95

Spring Arrangements $3.95

Ceramic Bunny

Bud Vase $8.95

Original Candles $3.49

The Great News

Easter Egg Candies

Traditionally

There are assorted chocolate

Easter Eggs with decorative
tins. Each tin contains a mix of

original white eggs and eggs

with a variety of colors and

designs. The perfect gift for

your Easter basket.

Enchanting Basket $3.00

Basket $3.00

Fax 542-0567

116 North 6th Street

For more information

Call 1-800-862-9373

Order early for Easter!
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Cancer

Cancer is a disease that has been around for centuries. It is a group of diseases characterized by the uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells. Cancer can affect almost any part of the body, and it can have a variety of causes, including genetics, lifestyle, and environmental factors.

The popularity of this theory. We have all seen these types of claims and when someone comes along and says you can cure cancer with a microwave, they say "Oh, come on!" The whole world has got its noses and you're telling me you're the only one that knows this? Give me a break!" After all, you want to start in living with us, you've got to be something special. But Virginia has always said that the problem is more that the patients don't believe in the treatments. In her own words, "I believe in the treatments, and I believe in the doctors. It's just that the patients don't believe in the treatments."

A famous radio show, in the local hospital, the nurse said it is a bacteria. In the same context, another nurse said it is a virus. We have all seen these types of claims and when someone comes along and says you can cure cancer with a microwave, they say "Oh, come on!" The whole world has got its noses and you're telling me you're the only one that knows this? Give me a break!" After all, you want to start in living with us, you've got to be something special. But Virginia has always said that the problem is more that the patients don't believe in the treatments. In her own words, "I believe in the treatments, and I believe in the doctors. It's just that the patients don't believe in the treatments."

The name of the new drug has been announced: "CureX." It is a combination of chemotherapy and radiation therapy that has been found to be effective in treating certain types of cancer. The drug is expected to be approved by the FDA in the near future.

The drug is a combination of chemotherapy and radiation therapy that has been found to be effective in treating certain types of cancer. The drug is expected to be approved by the FDA in the near future.

Eating a Healthy Diet

Eating a healthy diet is important for preventing cancer. A diet rich in fruits, vegetables, and whole grains can help reduce the risk of certain types of cancer, such as breast, prostate, and colon cancer. Avoiding fatty foods, processed meats, and sugary drinks can also help reduce the risk of certain types of cancer.

The Importance of Early Detection

Early detection is key in the fight against cancer. Regular screening tests, such as mammograms and colonoscopies, can help detect cancer at an early stage when it is most treatable. Regular check-ups with a doctor can also help identify any potential issues early on.

A Healthy Lifestyle

A healthy lifestyle is another important factor in preventing and treating cancer. Regular exercise, maintaining a healthy weight, and not smoking can help reduce the risk of developing cancer. Additionally, reducing exposure to harmful substances, such as tobacco smoke and radiation, can also help prevent cancer.

The Role of Prevention

Preventive measures can also help reduce the risk of cancer. Regular health screenings, cancer vaccines, and other preventive measures, such as skin cancer screening and breast cancer screening, can help identify cancer at an early stage when it is most treatable.

The Importance of Support

Support from family, friends, and healthcare professionals is crucial for people with cancer. Support can help provide emotional and practical assistance, as well as help with the physical and emotional impact of cancer. Support can also help improve quality of life and overall well-being.
Cancer

The woman in the wheelchair was known for her resilience and her unbreakable spirit. Despite her diagnosis of cancer, she continued to live her life to the fullest, inspiring those around her with her courage and determination. Her story was one of hope and perseverance, a testament to the power of the human spirit. She was a shining example of how to face life's challenges with grace and dignity, never losing sight of the beauty in the world around her.

Learn to play tennis at the San Diego Hilton

Lessons $4.00 per hour per person

- Top professional instructors
- Available evenings, weekends & weekdays
- All equipment furnished at no charge

Call now! Classes will be limited. 276-6993

Prompt Care:

Because it's not a question of "but"

Sudden onset of severe illness in your family is a frightening experience. And that's when you need the extra level of care and expertise. Prompt Care, the emergency medical group, is there to provide the highest quality medical help when you need it most. Our mobile emergency care teams are equipped with all the latest medical technology. They are dedicated to providing the best possible care in the most critical situations. From minor injuries to life-threatening emergencies, Prompt Care is there for you.

With a Sunbed—You'll know you're tan all over—Others will guess.

Bring this ad for a FREE tanning session with our UVA indoor tanning system.

Break the eyeglass habit

There's a contact just for you.

33-50% off

Suits & Sport Coats

Extended Wear

Soft Lenses $159 a pair*

*Offer valid only with professional service. Your normal service is most cases.

305-542-8484

Travel Gear

- Durable soft leather
- Top-performing silicon lenses

Dr. Jack Perelman

Sunglasses

5950 University Ave., San Diego, CA
267-8511

Grand Opening

1 hour photo processing center

Quality = Fast = Dependable = Discounts

Work performed by the Color Wizard on the premises

50% Off Developing and special 1¢ sale.

First print at $2.29

2nd print

1¢

1 Hour

1000 Photos

located in Fun in... Costume Parlor

7251 La Jolla Blvd

La Jolla 454-4990

GIVE YOUR KARMA A VITAMIN

Put one to work for you

ANCIENT ENERGY FOR YOU. ORDER ONE TODAY

UNIVERSITY TOWN CENTER

TRAVEL GEAR

170-0642

1050 Rancho Santa Fe, San Diego, CA 92109

LEAVE THE STORE
In the Reedy Thicket

JUPITER, FL

It was an eventful day in the Reedy Thicket, where the usual hubbub of daily operations was interspersed with the occasional visitor who sought refuge from the elements. The weather was a mix of showers and sunshine, lending an air of melancholy to the proceedings. The usual commotion was accompanied by a nostalgic soundtrack of old records, creating a sense of longing and reflection.

The visitors were a mix of old friends and new acquaintances, all drawn to the Reedy Thicket by a common interest in the past. The interior was a veritable cornucopia of vintage items, from antique furniture to handwritten notes and old photographs. The walls were adorned with a collection of old advertisements, each one telling a story of a bygone era.

As the day wore on, the atmosphere grew thicker with each passing moment. The air was filled with the sound of laughter and conversation, punctuated by the occasional jingle of a bell. The patrons sipped their drinks, engaged in lively discussions, and shared stories of their own adventures.

The Reedy Thicket remains a beacon of the past, a place where time seems to stand still. It is a testament to the enduring power of community and the importance of preserving our history. As the day drew to a close, the patrons left with a sense of satisfaction, knowing that they had been a part of something special.

The Reedy Thicket is not just a place, but a reminder of what it means to connect with others, to share our stories, and to celebrate the beauty of the past. It is a place where the present meets the past, and the future is shaped by the experiences of the present.

The end of a day in the Reedy Thicket leaves one with a sense of wonder and appreciation for the simple things in life. It is a reminder that even in the midst of chaos, there is beauty to be found, and that the past is not something to be feared, but rather celebrated.

The Reedy Thicket is a place where history is made, and where the present is woven into the fabric of the past, creating a tapestry of life that is rich and vibrant. It is a place where the human spirit perseveres, and where the fires of passion and creativity continue to burn bright.

The Reedy Thicket is a testament to the power of human connection, and the importance of preserving our history. It is a place where the past is not forgotten, but rather celebrated, and where the present is shaped by the experiences of the past.

The end of a day in the Reedy Thicket leaves one with a sense of wonder and appreciation for the simple things in life. It is a reminder that even in the midst of chaos, there is beauty to be found, and that the past is not something to be feared, but rather celebrated.
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The Reedy Thicket is a testament to the power of human connection, and the importance of preserving our history. It is a place where the past is not forgotten, but rather celebrated, and where the present is shaped by the experiences of the past.

The end of a day in the Reedy Thicket leaves one with a sense of wonder and appreciation for the simple things in life. It is a reminder that even in the midst of chaos, there is beauty to be found, and that the past is not something to be feared, but rather celebrated.
Moving In
Moving Out

The furniture usually makes the transition. The people often do not.

I've moved you when you were newlyweds. You were frantic and happy, eager for me to finish so that you could lock the door and make love for the first time as husband and wife in your new home. I've moved you to divorces, on your own and with kids. I've moved you to new husbands, to new friends, to new homes with sheets and more, shedding and new, then them off again, year after year. Half this. Some of you have died. I've come into your lives over and over, with your spirits bowing around me, I've broken up your objects, your memories, the material you, and I've cut them away to your children's house or to some论述 storage place. I've seen your lives in display.

....

She was born with a silver spoon to her mouth, and it was my duty to be there on the day it began to slip from her grasp. Her name was Melissa. She was twenty months old and she was the most beautiful child I ever saw. I looked at her and I knew that she was the best thing in my life and neglected the fact that I was still single. Melissa lived in an apartment building on the corner of Mozart and St. Louis. Her mother was also beautiful, a young girl that felt in her shoulders in an entirely different way. She was also extremely seductive. I knew men looked at her, I did, and became surrounded, as was. Even matlab dressed, she looked as though she had just ridden some exiting motorcycle. Was her looks and her breasts and her energy. So much so that the last man she slept with in my bed was a stranger. I've seen you as perhaps overly intimate friends have not.

You see me coming up on your walk. I'm wearing a comforter of a shirt with a bright, perhaps somewhat indecipherable logo above the left shoulder. Behind me at the curb is a truck, a high and battered machine, an old friend. The sense of the road is familiar. This is moving day and you are nervous and excited. Things are hectic. Your life is being uprooted. The nightmare, the anxiety that every human struggle to achieve is being upset. Changes.

Your thoughts: The recovery is long. I hope they don't break anything.

Your words: Ah, those folks, those wonderful folks.

I didn't deal with the move. I was there.

I've seen your friends Messia, hoover, your University City center, your Pacific Beach apartments. I've seen your success, I've been in your bathrooms. I've opened your dresser drawers and seen what you hide. I know what you are and what you need. I've found the embarrassing objects you forget to put away before I moved. I've seen you the television out over the trash can. I've seen you walk the steep away. I've seen you as perhaps overly intimate friends have not.

I've moved you when you were newlyweds. You were frantic and happy, eager for me to finish so that you could lock the door and make love for the first time as husband and wife in your new home. I've moved you to divorces, on your own and with kids. I've moved you to new husbands, to new friends, to new homes with sheets and more, shedding and new, then them off again, year after year. Half this. Some of you have died. I've come into your lives over and over, with your spirits bowing around me, I've broken up your objects, your memories, the material you, and I've cut them away to your children's house or to some论述 storage place. I've seen your lives in display.

.....

make people feel about their belongings. From Crawford High he went to the Midwest to play for a Division II football power. He had dinner, periodically company dinners of playing with too few. A true injury put him out of football, and a year or so later he left school. Curly had been working for a couple of years with several different moving companies in San Diego, pouring beer and serving food at bars. He needed help at the time. The moving business was full of guys like him on jocks, stuffed-diggers, out-of-work carpenters, Vatican rats. These were guys who have always had physical skills, but not the ability to buy. They're not things up, turn them down, dog-eared, carded, and pushed. They have the sweat and the muscle ache at the end of the day. In San Diego the weather is good, and people work on all your back. They're like this. They're like this. Curly does not involve himself in the human side of this job. He does not speak to the people. The human drama, when they occur, don't touch him. He lives, he carries, He doesn't look at times, and, quite possibly, he does not care. These chores are only as necessary to him. On the way to the job this morning we made some small talk, discussing war stories of the moving trade. The chairs we've encountered, the beautiful women, the heavy pieces of furniture.

The old woman is not visible, merely a true tool. And she is not seen and angry, but instead she is not seen and cheerful. She looks as if she should be in an apron in her kitchen, rounding of baked cookies. The house is on Euclid Avenue in East San Diego, a section that has lost its charm. But here a big old woman is a big cabin in Indian country. The area has become a marking point of Black's, Chinese, and Asians. According to her son, she has not changed. She has been, she has never changed.

By Graeme Donne
Moving In

Moving Out

Divorce moves. How I hated them. I've seen grown adults fighting over a coffee table. I've been referee, peacemaker, diplomat, cop.

Blazers $50.00 OFF

Prints, $6.95. Women's 3/4-sleeve washable dacron knit, $10.95.$20.95. Men's $14.95.

CALIFORNIA TAILORS

Since 1978

Traditional Clothing.

In stock now at the traditional wear section.

Every Mon. 10:00-1:00, Sat. 12:00-5:00.

Lic. No. 29409. State 7% on sales and service.

California's finest. Comfortable clothing at reasonable prices.

415 UNIVERSITY HILL CREST 298-3177

30 NIGHT WATERBED TRIAL Try this bed before you buy.

You get to test drive a bed, at no risk. If you're satisfied, you keep it. If you're not, you return it to us and we'll provide you with a refund within 30 days.
Moving In Moving Out

Fingers point at broken homes, broken lives. Inside, both mother and father usually puff on cigarettes. On the hilltop, the vast view of the ocean, Melissa is not too young or too old and the world has become oppressive.

On the deck out back there is an expensive wrought iron fence. The view of the coast is beautiful. In better times if they went away, they sat in this yard and watched the ocean. Now there will be disputes in different areas of homes. Out front, I sat a neighbor watching as empty furniture is broken.

These creations are not new... the divorce rate, the moving up and down in the world, selling in and moving out. The neighborhood changes, as do the neighbors. Melissa is not too young or too old. She buys the world has become oppressive.

I am a freelance writer and I am writing this story. I am not making any points. I am just writing it down. I am not trying to be funny. I am just writing it down.

Robert Steffler, D.D.S.
Geri's GEMS & BOOKS
A SCIENCE FICTION EXPERIENCE
7972 Robinson Avenue
San Diego, CA 92120
(619) 450-6444
Scope, Woodland Hills, Woodland Hills, Woodland Hills
Open: Monday through Saturday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

We carry an extensive selection of used & new books, comic books, graphic novels, science fiction, and more. We have over 10,000 titles in stock. We also have a few thousand titles available online. We accept credit cards and cash.

EIGEL GEMS & BOOKS
SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY BOOKS • GAMES • FIGURES

The ultimate store for all fans of science fiction, fantasy, and comic books. EIGEL GEMS & BOOKS has been serving San Diego since 1972. We offer a wide selection of used and new books, comic books, graphic novels, and collectibles. We have over 10,000 titles in stock. We also have a few thousand titles available online. We accept credit cards and cash.

THE LEGEND LIVES ON AT POSTER ART


30%-50% OFF SWEATS

We are happy to announce 30%-50% off on all new and used Atari, Commodore, Sega, and Nintendo video game systems and accessories. We also have a wide selection of vintage and rare video game systems and accessories.

END OF SEASON CLOSE-OUT

KERO! KERO!

Your favorite video game retailer is now offering a amazing deal on all video game systems and accessories. We are offering 30%-50% off on all new and used Atari, Commodore, Sega, and Nintendo video game systems and accessories. We also have a wide selection of vintage and rare video game systems and accessories.

O.B. People's Food

"Food for people, not for profit"

4735 Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 454-3037
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(858) 454-3037
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4735 Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 454-3037

"Food for people, not for profit"

4735 Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 454-3037
Hyde the Food

ELEANOR WEDER

The Restaurant: Havanna Restaurant
The Location: 23711 Sycamore Street (213-299)
Type of Food: Provincially fish and styled with Mexican influence
Price Range: $75 per couple, 3 courses, 120-minute service

The restaurant: a hidden gem

A quaint little corner of Sycamore Street is home to Havanna Restaurant, a lovely gem that has been hidden from the public eye for far too long. With its cozy interior and handcrafted Mexican dishes, Havanna is a must-visit for anyone looking for a unique dining experience. The menu offers a variety of dishes, all carefully prepared by the skilled chefs, and the service is impeccable.

The night was magic as we were again greeted by the warm and welcoming smile of our host, a kind host, and server, who promptly brought us to our table. The ambiance was intimate and cozy, with soft lighting and a comfortable atmosphere that made us feel right at home. The service was impeccable, with the waitstaff making sure we had everything we needed.

We started with a delicious appetizer of ceviche, which was fresh and bursting with flavor. The entree we had was the pollo en mole, which was cooked to perfection and served with a side of rice and beans. The mole sauce was rich and flavorful, perfectly complementing the Chicken. We also had the option to add an extra side of fettuccine pasta, which was a great addition to the meal.

The dessert was a sweet treat that we couldn't resist. We had the flan, which was smooth and creamy, with a light and airy texture. The server was kind enough to let us try a small sample of another dessert, which was equally delicious.

In conclusion, Havanna Restaurant is a hidden gem that should not be missed. The service was excellent, the food was delicious, and the ambiance was cozy and inviting. We highly recommend Havanna to anyone looking for a unique and memorable dining experience in Sycamore Street.
50% OFF
WAS $149
$74.50* ONE YEAR

TOTAL FITNESS CENTERS FOR MEN & WOMEN

BIG SHIRT
SPECIAL HAN
HANCOCK

BIG SHIRT
SPECIAL HAN
HANCOCK

BIG SHIRT
SPECIAL HAN
HANCOCK

Video Resumes give employers more than ink

When Bully Browns but his public relations office is in February because of staff shortages, he can be expected to improve the Jay Lees on such short work. "I've been looking for something," he said. "Something good, something special," he added.

The cover story is an integral part of the business scene. Often, the cover story is the best way to present information to the public. The cover story is a way to present the facts in a way that is both clear and concise. The cover story is a way to present the facts in a way that is both clear and concise.
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Easter Sale

SPE WEN TUE & EFL Nuotaetet exteiterer

457-7757

Custom logos are produced computer-based on premises, at reasonable rates. We specialize in...
Reader’s Guide To Local Events

Dance

New Children’s Dance Company presents the 13th Annual All Children’s Dance Extravaganza at the University Arts Building, March 24-25. The event includes performances of “Dance Jam” and “I Got My Eyes on You.”

Film

For Children: “The Princess and the Frog” will be shown at the La Jolla Light House, 4:30 PM, March 24th. Also, “Winnie the Pooh” Family Edition will be shown at the Village Theatre, 7 PM, March 24th.

Music

“Mambo Mania” concert at the La Jolla Playhouse, 8 PM, March 23. Tickets available at the box office or online.

Are you curious about healing in the New Age?

Kim, the New Age Healer, will conduct a workshop titled “Healing with Love and Light” at the La Jolla Community Center on March 25th, 10 AM. She will teach simple techniques to promote healing.

Are you Jewish?

If so, your Jewish heritage has shaped your personality, your life, and your feelings about others. Take part in a fascinating discussion on Jewish culture. April 1st, 7 PM, La Jolla Community Center. Limited seating available.

En Concert

The Exhilarating Sounds of

MARK MEADOWS

Recently returned from his European Tour, Mark brings his magic back to La Jolla for a unforgettable evening. This show is a must for all fans. April 15, 8 PM, La Jolla Civic Theatre.

Ride the Winner!

Caliente Connection Round-trip Bus Transportation

Starting April 12th

Now, everyone can Ride the Winner—the Caliente Connection. Enjoy the best in Grayhound Racing with the relaxing convenience of not having to drive. Be a Winner—Ride the Winner—the Caliente Connection.

All Fares Include:

• International Border Crossing Fees
• Mexican Insurance
• Grandstand Admission
• Reserved Seat Transportation

For More Information Call (619) 260-0660
Group Services Department Caliente Touring Company, Inc.
READER'S GUIDE

Lectures

Calendar

Foreign Exchange: A 4 Part Series
The Jan Garbarek Group / Eberhard Weber
Norway / Friday, April 27, 8:30 pm

Dusan Bogdanovic
Yugoslavia / Sat, April 28, 8:30 pm

L. Subramaniam
India / Friday, May 4, 8:30 pm

The Henry Threadgill Sextet
USA / Saturday, May 5, 8:30 pm

Galeries

Crystal T's Emporium
The Musical Series of Dance Aerobics
April 12

The Pops Are Back With A BANG!

To Local Events

SUMMER UNDER THE STARS
WITH THE SAN DIEGO POPS
The San Diego Pops is back with another terrific season of all your favorite classics. Our 11th season starts June 27 at Banc of California Stadium.

BIG DISCOUNTS FOR EARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS
Up to 20% discount per individual for ticket prices by season during February 2003.

EVERYONE'S FAVORITE PROGRAMS

MUSIC OF THE MOVIES

The Henry Threadgill Sextet
USA / Saturday, May 5, 8:30 pm

11 CONCERT SUBSCRIPTION PRICES

V.I.P. Catered Seating $165.00 ea.
Catered Seating $120.00 ea.
Gallery Seating $75.00 ea.

3 CONCERT SAMPLE SERIES

Catered Seating $45.00 ea.

Subscription Order Form
EXPERIENCE THE SAN DIEGO SYMPHONY
OLIVER KNUSSN, ROSEMARY HARDY
The San Diego Symphony has announced its 2014-2015 season, which will feature a variety of concerts, including performances by international artists, as well as educational programs for students. The season opens on September 12 with a concert featuring music of the 19th and 20th centuries, including works by Mahler, Ravel, and Prokofiev. Other highlights include a performance of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony on October 30 and a Christmas concert on December 12. For more information, visit the San Diego Symphony's website at www.sandiegosymphony.org.

WALTER HENRI
Composer and conductor, Walter W. Henn
Walter Henn is a composer and conductor who has been active in the music community for many years. He is the founder and artistic director of the San Diego Chamber Choir, which has performed extensively throughout the United States and internationally. His compositions have been performed by numerous ensembles and have been featured on numerous recording projects. He is also the founder and director of the San Diego Soirée, a chamber music series that presents concerts by some of the finest musicians in the region. For more information, visit the San Diego Chamber Choir's website at www.sdcorgan.org.

CELEBRATE EASTER
Give a special gift, give a book from the Bibleswiss
Bibleswiss offers a wide selection of Bibles and related products, including辞典, dictionaries, and other study aids. Their goal is to provide high-quality products that are both informative and accessible. They also offer a variety of language options, including English, Spanish, and French. For more information, visit the Bibleswiss website at www.bibleswiss.com.

THE OLD TIME CAFE
RESTAURANT & CAFE
Give a special gift, give a book from the Bibleswiss

GOLDEN BEEF
PENNY CO
JOHNNIE WALKER
MICHAEL HEDGES

CROSSROADS
FATHER'S DAY TELEVISION}

READER'S GUIDE TO THE THEATER

Grass Roots Presents PETE SEEGER

THE SAN FRANCISCO MIME TROUPE
A musical comedy and a tragedy
At the California Theatre
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A LATE SNOW

"A Late Snow continues the Bowery Theater's reputation for consistently interesting theater." — Weldon Jones, LA Times

In this production, an affable stranger called "late snow" returns to the United States after living in Europe for 20 years. He has revitalized his life and his career as a writer. His presence in San Diego provokes a series of insightful conversations on the nature of art and life.

<BOWERY THEATER> 4902 Mission St., San Diego, CA 92101
Thurs.-Sun., 8 pm (Call for reservations).

THE NEXT WAVE IN AMERICAN THEATRE!

THE LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE OPENED LAST YEAR WITH AN ARTISTIC VISION AND DIRECTION THAT TOOK SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BY STORM. AUDIENCE S AND CRITICS RESPONDED WITH ENTHUSIASM!

"THE NEW ERA IS BRIGHT AND RICH WITH PROMISE! ALMOST ANYWAY IT IS MEASURED! THE REVIVED LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE HAS BEEN A TRIUMPH!

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR DES MCANUFF HAS PUT THE COMPANY ON THE NATIONAL MAP AS A HOME FOR DARING THEATRE OF HIGH QUALITY AND ADVENTUOUS INTENT.

WELDON JONES, SAN DIEGO UNION

"THE LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE REPRESENTS THE BOLDEST OPENING STATEMENT THAT A MAINSTREAM AMERICAN THEATRE HAS MADE."

DEN SCULLVAN, LOS ANGELES TIMES

"SAN DIEGO NOW OFFERS A THEATRE THAT FEW AMERICAN CITIES CAN MATCH. THIS IS FIRST CLASS THEATRE ALL THE WAY." CLIFF BARKES, NEW YORK POST

IT IS WITH GREATEST PLEASURE AND EXCITEMENT THAT WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN US FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SUMMER OF THEATRICAL ENTERTAINMENT!

JOIN US!

JUST FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON SO THAT WE MAY SEND YOU MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ON OUR 1984 SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION SERIES. IF YOU CAN'T WAIT, CALL OUR HOTLINE NUMBER: (619) 452-3960.

RETURN TO:
LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE
3166 La Jolla Blvd.
La Jolla, CA 92037

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE (HOME)
PHONE (OFFICE)

BIG RIVER
THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY ROGER MILLER
BOOK BY WILLIAM HAUPTMAN
DIRECTED BY DES MCANUFF
JUNE 28-JULY 1

WARR BABIES
DIRECTED BY ROBERT COE
DIRECTED BY JAMES SEMPSON
JULY 24-AUGUST 11

AS YOU LIKE IT
DIRECTED BY DES MCANUFF WITH AMANDA PLUMMER
AND JOHN VICKERY
AUGUST 22-SEPTEMBER 15

MAYBE I'M DOING IT WRONG
A CABARET OF SONGS BY RANDY NEWMAN
MUSICAL DIRECTION BY MICHAEL ROTH
JULY 27-AUGUST 11
READER'S GUIDE TO THE MUSIC SCENE


A few weeks ago the music press declared that Bob Dylan's latest album, "Underground," was a "collection of songs that bring back the glory of rock and roll." Yes, there are some good songs on the album, but the overall effect is disappointing. Dylan's music has always been eclectic, and this new album is no exception. The songs range from acoustic folk music to soulful ballads, but they all share a common theme: the power and passion of rock and roll.

Underground is a document of a new period in rock music. It is an attempt to capture the spirit of the underground movement of the 60s and 70s. The songs on the album are written in different styles and with different instruments, but they all have one thing in common: they are expressive and emotional.

One of the best things about Underground is the way that Dylan uses his voice to convey emotion. He sings with passion and conviction, and his delivery is perfect. The songs are also arranged in a way that highlights the vocal melodies, making them even more memorable.

Overall, Underground is a strong album that will appeal to fans of Dylan's music. It is a testament to the power of rock and roll and a celebration of the underground movement that shaped it.

-- John D'Emilio
BATTALION OF SAINTS
SOCIAL DISTORTION
MANIFEST DESTINY
SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 8:00 PM
FAIRFAX HALL

THE UNCLAIMED
THE MIRRORS + THE ODDS
NOISEMAKERS
Saturday, April 14, 8:30 pm
UCSD Rec. Gym

CONCERTS

THOMPSON TWINS
"INTO THE GAP '86"
FRIDAY, MAY 11, 8 PM
FOX THEATRE
720 "B" STREET
ALL SEATS RESERVED
STAGE STRUCK AT THE FOX THEATRE
RESERVATION AT THE FOX BOX OFFICE, 2315 FIFTH AVENUE, SAN FRANCISCO, 343-0101

Fohn & Sifton presents
The End of the 80's
350 Haight St.

PROMOTED BY PARMY & EYELIPTICAL

Romantics
FRIDAY, APRIL 13, 8 PM
UCSD GYM
Tickets $11.50 advance, general admittance.

CONCERTS

KEEP IT CLEAN
With Quality Record & Tape Care Products From Discwasher.

D4 RECORD CARE SYSTEM
D4 = rival drives without distributing new remarks or record surfaces.

VIDEO HEAD CLEANER
$14.99

TAPE DECK CARE SET
$10.00

Record Cleaning: Improves all quality records.

ZEROSTAT
Anti-Static Instrument

DSTAT III $5.99
Turntable Mat

Disc Set

Disc Set offers proper record and machine care with the Standard Record Care System, and the B-20 Anti-Static Care System is a solid state care package $199.

$21.99

Sale Ends 4/30

SAN DIEGO
SOUTHLAND CONCERTS
350 Haight St.
Fohn & Sifton presents

Southland concerts

KBEST 95 FM
KBEST 95 FM
KBEST 95 FM
KBEST 95 FM
KBEST 95 FM
KBEST 95 FM
KBEST 95 FM
KBEST 95 FM
KBEST 95 FM
KBEST 95 FM
KBEST 95 FM
KBEST 95 FM
**BRUCE CAMERON/ HOLLIS GENTRY JAZZ ENSEMBLE**

Every Monday & Tuesday at April Bar from 9pm - 1am

**MUSTANG CLUB**

Rock n Roll with Chicago nuts

**THE RENT**

April 26 - May 2, 1983

**ADAM ANT**

WITH MR. MITTNER SUNDAY APRIL 23 9:00 PM GOLDEN HALL

**BERLIN**

SUNDAY APRIL 23 8:00 PM

**Club DIEGO**

A NIGHT OUT WITH THE GIRLS

**HALCYON**

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY APRIL 13, 14 & 15

**McDINe'S**

New Year's in April!

**PACIFIC EAST ESPRESSO**

Cafe

**THE 50'S**

SUNDAY, APRIL 23, 1983

**Echoes**

Jazz at the 2100 S. Hill St., 8:30 PM

**THE OLD PACIFIC BEACH**

Cafe

**THE LANNING**

SUNDAY APRIL 23, 1983

**RESTAURANT & BAR**

2700 kia is in Yale, 3rd & Mission Sts., (747) 3366

**PAUL**

THE LANNING

SUNDAY APRIL 23, 1983

**OATMEAL**

11:30 PM - 2:30 AM

**SAN DIEGO BACKSTAGE**

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18

**SOUTH AND CONCERTS**

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18

**NEW YEAR'S IN APRIL!**

Friday, April 13th, 8:00 pm

2nd Annual Professionals New Year's Eve Party

Happy Hour all night
Well doubles $1.25
Schmups $1.00
Special champagne prices
Live Entertainment-Dancing
Free party favors
Free hors 'd oeuvres - R密碼 Lounge
Come join the fun & ring in the fiscal New Year!

**RICK ELIAS BAND**

Tuesday, Saturday, April 17-21
**Wind rose**

The Wind rose tickets are available for purchase at the box office. For more information, visit windrose.com or call 123-4567.

Wednesday-Saturday, March 01-05

**Features**

- **TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY**
  - **THE LONDON BROTHELS**
    - Doors open at 8 PM. Tickets available at the door.
  - **WIND ROSE**
    - Doors open at 8 PM. Tickets available at the door.

**FOOD & DRINKS**

- **Bar Menu**
  - Beer, wine, and soft drinks available.
  - Specials offered during the event.

**HISTORIC SANDIEGO**

- **The Wind Rose** is located in the heart of San Diego, providing a unique atmosphere for your evening.

**ADDRESS**

123 Main St, San Diego, CA 92101

**WEB**

windrose.com

**CONTACT**

info@windrose.com

**TELEPHONE**

(619) 555-1234

**SCHEDULE**

Wednesday-Saturday, March 01-05

**MARCH 01**

- **THE LONDON BROTHELS**
  - Doors open at 8 PM. Tickets available at the door.

**MARCH 02**

- **THE LONDON BROTHELS**
  - Doors open at 8 PM. Tickets available at the door.

**MARCH 03**

- **THE LONDON BROTHELS**
  - Doors open at 8 PM. Tickets available at the door.

**MARCH 04**

- **THE LONDON BROTHELS**
  - Doors open at 8 PM. Tickets available at the door.

**MARCH 05**

- **THE LONDON BROTHELS**
  - Doors open at 8 PM. Tickets available at the door.
**SOUTHWIND**

NOW APPEARING:

**DIAMOND ROUGH & TERRY DARLINGS**

CINNAMON
Tuesday, April 11

**MONK'S**

**Devocean**

TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

**Atkins Lounge**

TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

**Aspen Mine Company**

SUNDAY THROUGH TUESDAY

**DOC MASTERS**

TUESDAYS THROUGH SATURDAYS

**TUXEDO CHARLEY'S**

TUESDAY-SATURDAY NIGHTS

**Aspen Mine Company**

TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

**DOC MASTERS**

**TUXEDO CHARLEY'S**

**SOUTHWIND**

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAYS

**MONK'S**

TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

**Atkins Lounge**

TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

**Aspen Mine Company**

SUNDAY THROUGH TUESDAY

**DOC MASTERS**

TUESDAYS THROUGH SATURDAYS

**TUXEDO CHARLEY'S**

TUESDAY-SATURDAY NIGHTS
**ESCONDIDOSO DISTILLERY EAST**

**AGES 17 & UP**

**Bill Costella presents**

**THURSDAY, APRIL 12**

**The Eddie Kids**

**play from 6:30PM - 9:30PM**

**30% OFF NEW ARRIVALS**

**SUNDAY, APRIL 15**

**1984 Entertainer Awards Showdown #2**

**DIJK & DEBOINA vs. PRAIZ**

**U.S. UMBRELLA**

**WITH & SPECIAL GUESTS**

**Omapright**

**NIGHTLY SPECIALS**

**SUNDAY, APRIL 15**

**Original Music Series**

**THE LONDON BROTHERS**

**TOP JIMMY & THE RHYTHM PIGS**

**REX HAVOK**

**ASSASSIN**

**MENTOR PUBLIC HOUSE**

**1901 S. Sierra Ave. San Leandro**

**Thursday, Friday & Saturday, April 12, 13 & 14**

**JAZZY HAPPY HOUR**

**24 oz. Draft and Wine**

**MM EUR**

**RODEO'S 3RD ANNIVERSARY PARTY**

**Friday, April 13**

**This week featuring**

**Saturday, April 14**

**Sunday, April 15**

**Bootlegger's Bar & Grille**

**SINCE 1932**

**3570 Main Street, San Leandro**

**Thursday Through Saturday**

**Weeknight Specials: 2 for $10**

**Sunday Specials: 2 for $12**

**10% OFF ENTIRE TABLE**

**all evening**

**CASH BAR**

**SUNDAY, APRIL 15**

**The 3rd Annual**

**Miss Legs America Beauty Pageant**

**Grand Prix — Trip for two to**

**The Caribbean**

**Each week's winner will be in the race on May 5th**

**Wednesday, April 15**

**Amateur T-Shirt Contest**

**Cash prizes: $200**

**Tuesday & Wednesday, April 17 & 18**

**POCKETFUL**

**Nightly Specials:**

**50¢ well drinks, draft beer & wine**

**8:00-9:00 PM**

**No Cover**

**$1.00 well drinks all night**

**No Cover**

**$1.00 Vodka drinks all night**

**No Cover**

**$1.00 Long Island Iced Teas all night**
**Le Chalet**

**Entertainment by the Sea**

**Dancing**

**LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 7 NIGHTS A WEEK**

**KAPPY HOURS:**

**WEDNESDAY 6-8 75¢ Schnapps**
**THURSDAY 7-9 75¢ import beer**
**FRIDAY 6-9 99¢ well drinks**

**MAY 18-22 ONLY $20.00**

**TICKET EMPORIUM**

Your personal ticket agent. Phone orders accepted!

**4850 NEYER ROAD. SAT. NOON-5 PM; 378-1949**

**COME SEE THIS RARELY PERFORMING**

**DUHAR DURAN**

**TODAY ONLY!**

**DELUXE COFFEE TABLE BOOK**

**APRIL 16: 15 FT SWIMMING POOL**

**CONCERTIVE DIVES**

**AUGUST 3-4: 60'S CHER FILMS**

**JUDAS PRIEST**

**THOMPSON TWINS**

**JERMAINE JACKSON**

**ALL PADDERS, PROGGS, & ANGELS**

**NOW ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS FOR EVENTS**

**LOOK FOR THE OPENING OF OUR NEW LOCATION**

**THE SOURCE**

**Rock & Roll**

**Thursday, Friday & Saturday**

**April 12, 13 & 14**

**BUDDY REED**

**and THE ROCK-ITS**

**Sunday & Monday**

**April 15 & 16**

**CINEMA**

**Tuesday & Wednesday**

**April 17 & 18**

**Harvey & 52nd Street Jive**

**Every Monday**

**5045 Newport Ave. • Ocean Beach**

**221-5866**

**SANDY STEWART**

**Tuesday through Saturday, 9:00 pm to 1:00 am**

**Clubs**

**Bar & Lounge**

**3470 5th Ave.**

**358-9453**

**SAM'S**

**RARE FINDS IN VACUUM**

**LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY NIGHT A WEEK**

**THE REFLECTORS**

**COMEDY COMES TO NORTH COUNTY**

**M.C. TONY STONE**

**PURPLE JERRY McCANN**

**BEATERS**

**380 S. El Camino Real • 847-1970**

**Jazz  Rock  Pop**

**Small classes. Personal attention. Experienced teachers. Complete curriculum. Discover quality education. Understand, perform, and create any music better.**

**JazzSchool creating musicians**

**a Robert Winfield Production**

**HAL CROOK, DIRECTOR**

**284-5245**

**Sponsoring the HAL CROOK JAZZ ORCHESTRA**

**Every Monday 9 pm at the Bacchanal**

**THE CLUB Zu**

**The Best new music. d.j& dancing every Friday & Saturday 9 pm - 2 am**

**EASTER WEEK CALENDAR**

**Sunday, April 15-17, 1973**

**Tuesday, April 17, 1973**

**Wednesday, April 18, 1973**

**Musical Education**

**THE ROAD SHOW**

**December 16, 1973**

**Saturday, 4:30 pm—7:00 pm**

**3 Simple Words**

**PLUS our regular weekend hours.**

**135 North Highway 101 • Solana Beach**

**894-4225 • Minimum age: 18**
CURRENT MOVIES

SKI WITHOUT BURNING

Thank you for the hot tea.

BULLFROG SAVAGE HILL "Ski" Snowboard, developed originally for sale, now has a great line of snowboards, all 130cm and 130cm, all 130cm and 130cm.

JAMES STEWART DORIS DAY IN ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH

The man who knew too much (1956)

La Paloma Theater
424 SHOW
April 13
Vertigo
April 13

SILKSTAND
April 23
Testament
April 23

SILKSTAND
April 23-
May 1

40% OFF!

T-SQUARES
Both Acrylic Edged Wood and Stainless Steel

Pickett, Art-Tec, Kom-Hook, and Staedtler-Mars

UP TO 50% OFF TECHNICAL PEN SETS
Quality technical pen sets from Faber-Castell, Kom-Hook, Staedtler, and Staedtler-Mars

STAND & PEN SET ...
Reg. $4.75 - SALES $2.30

Kom-Hook SP 10 ... Reg. $15.95 - SALE $3.7

STANDER 700 ... Reg. $50.00 - SALE $24.00

AT LAST! AN ALL-MULTITUDE OF COLORS!

Dave Mordaudo Shows Now!

April 17, from 9-12 & 2-4, 8843 Caverns Mesa Blvd.

STANDS UP FOR "THE MAPPINGS OF LIFE"
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UP TO 60% OFF FACTORY BLOWOUT

Mad Jack's clears the manufacturers for the Factory Blowout Sale! Save up to 60% off Mad Jack's original marked price on selected merchandise. Many items also available at Mad Jack's regular low price.

MITSUBISHI AN/FM cassette car stereo in-dash $57

VIDEO/TV

Technics 9-track tape deck $387

HOME AUDIO

Mini JVC 3-way speakers $299

Super JVC 5-way speakers $499

CAR STEREO

Mitsubishi, $57

PORTABLES

Koss 5-way speakers $499

SANSUI 2-way speakers $1,199

FISHER 3-way speakers $1,199

Projection TV

Panasonic 45" plasma TV $1,199

PORTABLES

Panasonic 5-way speakers $1,199

HOME SPEAKERS

Panasonic 5-way speakers $1,199

For Sale

How to Place Your Free Classifieds

CLASSIFIED ADS are inserted in The Reader. Class advertisers call Mary at 693-7772. Classifieds are inserted at the discretion of the publisher. Page space is limited and therefore selection is made on a first space, first served basis. Advertisers are notified of insertion as soon as possible. The advertiser or the person placing the advertisement is responsible for the accuracy of the advertisement and the publication of that advertisement is a form of warranty of the accuracy. 

All ads not should be sent by:

Entries Classifieds

San Diego, CA

RESTAURANTS

Sze Chuan

In appreciation of our patrons we are offering the following special...

Combination Lunch Specials $3.95 per order.

Monday-Friday 11:30 am-3:00 pm

Beef Chow Fun

Mongolian Beef

Beef with Snow Peas

Sze-Chuan Pork

Yu-Han Pork

Barbecued Pork

with Snow Peas

Chicken Mushroom

Kung Pao Chicken

Five-flavored Chicken

The above are served with soup, spring roll, pork fried rice, fried chicken, wings, tea & fortune cookies. (Soup is not included in order to go.)

Handmade noodles demonstrated nightly.

Hours: Monday-Thursday 11:30 am-3:00 pm, Friday & Saturday 11:30 am-10:45 pm, Sunday 2:00 pm-4:45 pm

(858) 457-5935

A Clairemont Plaza

Chicken rock until April 20, 1984

Now available for your convenience—lunch and dinner to go
**Peking Palace**

**FAMOUS MANDARIN & SZECWIAN CUISINE**

- White Chinese menus may seem surprisingly the same, what Peking Palace offers is natural-style sauces. Immense portions and a splendid chef. Moreover, it's good to know that you can find a haven in University Towne Centre, where you can have a good Chinese meal. — Eleanor Wiener from The Reader

- "The food here is outstanding, once you try it. I am sure you'll go back many times because they are that good." — Jack White from Channel 10 TV

---

**RESTAURANTS**

---

**Peking Palace I**

**All you can eat lunch buffet $3.95**

Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

**Famous Mongolian B.B.Q. Beef $7.95**

House specialties:
- Peking Palace Sizzling Steak
- Szechwan Pepper
- Double Happiness
- Lung Fan Chinese
- Imperial Spring
- Landmark Chinese
- Pu Pu Platter (Fuming) & more

---

**Peking Palace II**

**Lunch Specials**

- One entree, egg roll and fried rice
  - Two entrees, egg roll and fried rice
  - Two entrees, egg roll and fried rice

**Dinner Combination**

Includes two entrees, chef's special sauce, egg roll and fried rice

---

**Peking Palace III**

**Jack White's favorite restaurant for 1984**

Daily Lunch Special $3.75

Different entree every day plus:
- Chef's special soup
- Egg roll and fried rice

Our dinner menu has more than 150 delicious dishes, including our specialties:
- Three Ingredients in the basket
- Sautéed shrimp
- Crispy boneless chicken
- Famous Peking duck and more.

---

**New Owner's Sunday Brunch $5.25**

9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

- Unlimited Charcoal & Sushi
- Choose one of the following:
  - Chinese or Japanese
  - Spicy Mexican sauce and shredded egg
  - Mexican or Chinese

- Eggs scrambled with spicy crispy beef, tomato, bell peppers and onion
- Orange Roughy
- Two eggs on a corn tortilla with Spanish sauce
- Spanish Omelette
- Eggs fried with cheese and covered with Spanish sauce

---

**Romaine's**

**New Owner's Sunday Brunch**

9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

- Unlimited Charcoal & Sushi
- Choose one of the following:
  - Chinese or Japanese
  - Spicy Mexican sauce and shredded egg
  - Mexican or Chinese

- Eggs scrambled with spicy crispy beef, tomato, bell peppers and onion
- Orange Roughy
- Two eggs on a corn tortilla with Spanish sauce
- Spanish Omelette
- Eggs fried with cheese and covered with Spanish sauce

---

**Terrey Pine Inn**

Saturday night only, 5:45 pm

- Reservations suggested

4010 Taylor Street - In Historic Old Town
295-5111
ALL YOU CAN EAT SEAFOOD BUFFET
A bountiful feast from the sea. Mahi, shrimp, scallops, poached salmon, scallops, plus one whole, large
LIVE MAINE LOBSTER
A feast for all seafood lovers. Includes our Garden fresh salad bar and homemade New England chowder.
Only
$15.95
Served with Unlimited Seafood, Vegetables, and Breadsticks.
Open daily for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Reservations recommended.
Silla Garden
KOREAN & CHINESE CUISINE
$1.00 off each entree on Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday nights. All you can eat specials.
The Potsticker
The best asian food in San Diego. Known for its delicious Asian cuisine in a casual setting.
Yet Wah
Served from 5:00 pm to 9:00 pm. Reservations recommended.
Torrey Pines Inn
The Abbey
San Diego historic landmark #157
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm
Dinner: Monday-Sunday 5:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Banquets and wedding groups from 10-400
2825 Fifth Avenue • 291-4779
Visa/Amex/Cr
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